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SEMI-GROUPS OF SCALAR TYPE OPERATORS
IN BANACH SPACES
T. V. PANCHAPAGESAN

This paper deals with the spectral representation theorems
of semi-groups of scalar type operators in Banach spaces.
These results generalize the corresponding ones on semi-groups
of hermitian, normal and unitary operators in Hubert spaces.
In the beginning sections we study some interesting properties
of a W*(\ I I |)-algebra-which generalizes the notion of an abelian
von Neumann algebra to Banach spaces-and unbounded spectral
operators arising out of i£( )-unbounded measurable functions
where E( ) is a resolution of the identity. These results are
applied later to prove the spectral representation theorems on
semi-groups of scalar type operators. The last theorem of
this paper gives an extension of Stone's theorem on strongly
continuous one parameter group of unitary operators to arbitrary
Banach spaces.

This paper mainly deals with the spectral representation theorems
of semi-groups of scalar type operators in Banach spaces, generalizing
those of semi-groups of hermitian, normal and unitary operators in
Hubert spaces. Since all the classical proofs of these theorems vitally
depend on the inner-product structure of the Hubert space they cannot
be adapted to Banach spaces. However, Phillips has obtained in [15]
these spectral representation theorems on Hubert spaces by making
use of the theory of abelian W* (von Neumann) algebras. Here we
adapt his method of proof by suitably generalizing the notion of an
abelian W* algebra to Banach spaces.
In [3] Bade has developed the theory of operator algebras W on
Banach spaces, which are generated in the weak operator topology
by a ^-complete Boolean algebra of projections. Such an algebra W
has its maximal ideal space extremally disconnected, just as in the
case of an abelian TF* algebra. However, W is not a i?*-algebra.
To this end we exploit the work on hermitian operators in Banach
spaces by Berkson [4,5,6], Lumer [12,13] and Vidav [18] and we
define an algebra called a ΫF*(|| ||)-algebra in § 2 of this paper, which
is a J3*-algebra generated in the weak operator topology by a σ-complete
Boolean algebra of projections. The involution * of this algebra is
also strongly continuous (Theorem 1 of § 2) as its counterpart in the
abelian PF*algebra. Thus W*(|| ||)-algebras have all the essential
properties of abelian TF* algebras, though the double commutant
theorem fails for such algebras. (See Dieudonne [7]).
Further in § 2 we introduce an ordering relation among hermitian
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operators on a Banach space and prove that in a W*(|| ||)-algebra a
bounded monotonic net of operators converges strongly. This result
is given here not only for its own interest, but also for its application
later in Lemma 6 of § 4.
The spectral operators arising from unbounded measurable functions
are studied in § 3 and a generalization of Lemma 6 of Dunford [8] is
obtained here in Theorem 4. This is a basic result, which is used in
the theory of semi-groups of scalar type operators to show that the
infinitesimal generator of the semi-group is a spectral operator of scalar
type. Theorem 5 of this section, which states that the residual
spectrum of an unbounded spectral operator of scalar type is empty,
generalizes the corresponding result for maximal normal operators in
Hubert spaces.
In §§4, 5 and 6 we study the semi-groups of scalar type operators
making use of the tools developed in § 2 and § 3. We generalize
Theorems 22.3.1, 22.3.2, 22.4.1, 22.4.2 and 22.4.3 of Hille and Phillips
[11] to Banach spaces. Because of the lack of the inner-product in
our case the relations (13) and (23) are to be obtained here in a way
completely different from [11]. Also Theorem 8 of §4 has to be weaker
than the corresponding Theorem 22.3.2 of [11] as we have to apply
here the generalized Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem which is
available only for a sequence of functions.
As the T7*(|| ||)-algebra W does not in general satisfy the double
commutant theorem, we have to assume explicitly in Theorem 9 of
§5, that the resolvent operators R(X, A) of the infinitesimal generator
A of the semi-group belong to W. However, this explicit assumption
is not needed in the particular case when the operators of the semigroup are all unitary. (See Theorem 10 of § 6).
1* Preliminaries* The terminology and notation in this paper
are as follows. By a Banach space we mean a complex Banach space.
X always denotes a Banach space. For definitions of boundedness,
^-completeness and completeness of a Boolean algebra (abbreviated as
B.A. hereafter) of projections in X, one may refer to Bade [3]. For
a B.A. 35 of projections in X, S8S denotes the strong closure of 23.
The results on spectral operators that are used in the sequel, can be
found in Dunford [8] and Bade [1, 2, 3].
DEFINITION 1. An element h of a Banach algebra A with the
norm || || will be called hermitian in the norm if for r real,

11 e + irh 11 = 1 + o(r)
as r —> 0, where e is the identity of A.
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If T is an operator on a Banach space X then T is called hermitian
in the equivalent norm || || of X in the sense of Vidav if 7\ as an
element of the algebra 33(X), is hermitian in the induced operator
norm ||.|| of S&(X).
2. An operator T on a Banach space X is said to be
hermitian in the equivalent norm || || of X in the sense of Lumer, if
[Tx, x] is real for all a; in I with || x || = 1 where [, ] is a semi-innerproduct (see Lumer [12]) on X consistent with the norm || ||.
DEFINITION

In [12], Lumer has shown that T is hermitian in || || in the sense
of Lumer if and only if T is hermitian in the sense of Vidav. Hence
we write that T is hermitian in the norm 11 11 to mean hermiticity in
either sense.
(1.1) VIDAV'S THEOREM. Let A be a Banach algebra with the
identity and with the norm 11 11. Let H be the set of elements of A
which are hermitian in || ||. // A = H + iHand if for every he H,
h2 can be expressed in the form h2 = u + iv with u, v in H and uv —
vu, then
( i ) for each x in A, the decomposition x — u + iv u,v in H,
is unique;
(ii) the map * which assigns to each element x = u + iv (where
u, v are in H) the element x* = u — iv is an involution on A; (we
call x* the Vidav adjoint of x);
(iii) IIΊIo, defined by ||&|| 0 = | | # * # | | 1 / 2 is a Banach algebra norm
on A equivalent to the given norm and moreover \\h\\0— \\h\\ for
every h e H;
(iv) the algebra A with the involution * and the norm || || 0 , is
a B*-algebra.
DEFINITION 3. If a Banach algebra A with the norm || || satisfies
the hypothesis of Vidav's theorem (1.1) and is equipped with the
involution * defined in (ii) of (1.1), then we call A, following Berkson
[5], a l^*-algebra in the norm || ||.

The Vidav's theorem (1.1) has been sharpened recently by Berkson
in [5] to the following form.
(1.2) A is a F*-algebra in the norm || || if and only if A is a
Z?*-algebra in the norm || ||.
As pointed out to the author by Bade and Phillips, the above
result of Berkson has the following important consequence for the
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theory of spectral operators.
THEOREM. (1.3) Let 93 be a bounded B.A. of projections on a
Banach space X and let A be the uniformly closed Banach algebra
generated by 93. Then there exists an equivalent norm ||| ||| on X
(i.e., a norm ||| ||| which is equivalent to the given norm of X) such
that the norm of each operator in A, computed relative to ||| |||, is
equal to its spectral norm.
Thus the Gelfand map of A is an
isometric isomorphism onto C(m), m the space of maximal ideals of A.

Proof. Since 93 is bounded, all the members of 93 are hermitian
in some equivalent norm ||| ||| of X by remarks in § 3 of Lumer [13].
Hence all the members of the closure of the real linear span of 93 are
hermitian in ||| |||. Now arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of
Berkson [4], it can be shown that each T in A may be written as
T = R + iJ, with R, J in A and hermitian in ||| |||. Thus A is a
F*-algebra in the operator norm ||| ||| induced by the Banach space
norm ||| ||| of X and hence by Berkson's result (1.2), the theorem
follows.
For results on semi-groups of operators one may refer to Hille
and Phillips [11].
2. TΓ*(|| ||)-algebras. This section deals with the theory of
algebras of operators W on a Banach space X which are generated
in the weak operator topology by a σ-complete Boolean algebra 93 of
projections. Such algebras are the natural generalization of abelian
von Neumann algebras. The theory of such algebras is developed
quite fully in [2], [3] and [9]. It is shown there that
( i ) W is the algebra generated in the uniform operator topology
by &;
(ii) 93s is a complete B.A. of projections whose Stone representation space m is the maximal ideal space of W;
(iii) The Gelfand map A—+A(.) is an isomorphism of W onto
C(m) and W and C(m) are topologically equivalent under this map;
(iv) Every operator S in W is scalar type of class X*; S =
1 XE(dX), whose spectral projections E(σ) belong to 93s S W. Further,
the space m is extremally disconnected.
Here we make the additional assumption on W that the norm 11 11
on X is such that the operator norm on W is isometric to the supremum
norm in C(m). Such an algebra is called here a TF*(|| ||)-algebra.
DEFINITION

4. By a I7*(|| ||)-algebra w on a Banach space X,
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we mean a pair, consisting of a commutative subalgebra W of
generated by a ^-complete B.A. of projections in X in the weak operator
topology and some equivalent norm 11 11 on X such that every element
S in W has the representation of the form S = R + iJ where R and
J satisfy the following conditions (V):
(( i ) RJ = JR with R and J in W;
m n
l(ii) R J (m, n = 0,1, 2 •) are hermitian in the norm || || .
We make the following observations in regard to a W*(\\ ||)-algebra.
REMARK 1. A W*(\\ ||)-algebra W on a Banach space X is precisely
an abelian subalgebra of 35(X), which is a F*-algebra in the operator
norm 11 11, induced by the Banach space norm 11 11 on X together with
the property that it is generated weakly by a σ-complete B.A. of
projections in X.
REMARK 2. A IF*(|| ||)-algebra W is a commutative J5*-algebra
in the operator norm || || induced by the Banach space norm || || of
X and hence the Gelfand map is an isometric isomorphism of W onto
the space C(m) of complex valued continuous functions, where m is the
maximal ideal space of W.

For, the above remark follows from the fact that a σ-complete
B.A. of projections is bounded and from Theorem (1.3) of § 1.
REMARK 3. The Banach algebra W generated weakly by a σ-complete B.A. 35 of projections on a Banach space Xis a T7*(|| ||)-algebra,
under a suitable equivalent norm || || on X. If X is weakly complete,
the hypothesis that 35 is σ-complete may be replaced by the hypothesis
that 35 is bounded.

For, the σ-completeness of 35 implies that δ s is complete and
bounded. Hence the weakly closed algebra generated by 35 coincides
with the uniformly closed algebra generated by 35s. Now the remark
follows by appealing to Theorem (1.3) of § 1.
REMARK 4. An operator S on a Banach space X is scalar type
if and only if it belongs to a PF*(|| ||)-algebra on X.

5. If an operator S belongs to a TF*(|| ||)-algebra W,
then S is scalar type and all its spectral projections are in W. Further
every projection in W is hermitian in || ||.
Now we shall show that the *-operation in a J7*(|| ||)-algebra is
REMARK
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strongly continuous. Though this result is noted in [9] on page 544,
the proof that we are giving here is based on the notions of hermiticity
and semi-inner-product. In addition, this proof is more direct. To
this end, we prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. If E is a nonzero projection operator on a Banach
space X then there is an equivalent norm \\ \\ on X in which E is
hermitian and the norm of E computed with respect to || || is unity,
i.e., \\E\\ = 1.

Proof. The B.A. 33 of projections, consisting of 0, /, E and I — E
is bounded and hence there is an equivalent norm 11 11 on X, in which
the members of 33 are hermitian. By Theorem 1.3 of § 1, the Banach
algeba i? generated by 33 is a B*-algebra in the operator norm induced
by the Banach space norm 11 11 of X. Hence \\E\\ = sup E(m) = 1 as
m e fit

EΦ 0.
THEOREM 1. If W is a W*(\\-\\)-algebra on a Banach space Xy
then the involution * defined in W which makes it a V*-algebra
{see Definition 3 of § 1) is continuous in the strong operator topology.

Proof. Since the maximal ideal space m of W is extremally
disconnected, every operator T in W admits a spectral representation
of the form
(1)

T = [ T(m)E(dm)

where T(m) is the Gelfand function associated with T and E(.) is a
strongly countably additive spectral measure, having its range in W.
Further, for Borel sets σ of the maximal ideal space m, the projections
E(σ) are hermitian in 11 11 by Remark 5 and hence 11 E(σ) \ | <^ 1 by
Lemma 1.
Let Ta in W converge strongly to T. Since W is strongly closed,
T belongs to W. Hence there exist operators Ra, Jn, R and J in W
such that T = R + ij, Ta = Ra + iJa and Ray Ja and R, J satisfy
conditions (V) of Definition 4. By following an argument similar to
that of Bade (p. 408, [2]), which is available here in view of the
spectral representation (1) of any operator T in W and the fact that
||^(cr)|| <^ 1 for Borel sets σ of the maximal ideal space in, we can
show that limα Ra and limα Ja exist in W in the strong operator
topology. Let \\ma Rax = Rλx and \\ma Jax = JLx for x in X.
Now we shall show that Rλ = R and Jγ — J. If [ , ] is a semiinner-product on X consistent with the norm || ||, then,
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I*-*'*1 - I«Λ *1
[ Jax,

x] -+ [ J&,

x]

for \\x\\ = 1. Since Ra,Ja are hermitian in || ||, [Rax, x] and [Jax> x]
are real for each a when | | # | | = 1 and hence [R,x, x] and [JjX, x] are
real for || x \\ = 1 by (2). Thus Rλ and Jλ are hermitian in || ||. Similary
RTJι{m, w = 0,l,2, •••) are hermitian in || ||. Hence R1 and Jγ satisfy
conditions (V) of Definition 4. Clearly Tx = RjX + iJλx for xeX.
But T = R + i J by assumption, with R, J satisfying conditions (V).
Hence from the uniqueness of the representation of T in W, it follows
that R = R, and J = Jιm
Now lim T*x = lim (Ra — iJa)x = (Rγ — iJx)x — (R — iJx) = T*x for x
in X. This establishes the strong continuity of the involution *.
In the rest of this section we generalize the notion of positivity
of operators on a Hubert space to operators on a Banach space. We
recall that in a Hubert space H, an operator T is called positive if
(Tx, x) ^0 for x in H, where (,) is the inner-product of H. Also it
is known there that T is positive if and only if σ{T) is nonnegative.
DEFINITION 5. An operator T on a Banach space X is called
positive in the equivalent norm 11 11 on X (which we denote by T ^ O
in || ||) if [Tx, x] ^ 0 for x in X, with \\x\\ — 1, where [, ] is a semiinner-product consistent with the norm || || on X; i.e., if the numerical
range W(T) with respect to the semi-inner-product [, ] is nonnegative.

The above definition calls for several comments. Since there may
be an infinite number of semi-inner-products consistent with a given
norm, the definition looks ambiguous at first sight. But the ambiguity
disappears in the light of Theorem 14 of Lumer [12], according to
which the numerical range has the same convex hull relative to any
two semi-inner-products inducing the same norm. It may be noted
that this definition also coincides with the classical one in a Hubert
space.
LEMMA 2. If E is a projection operator on a Banach space X
and is hermitian in the equivalent norm || || on X then E is positive
in ||.||.

Proof. The cases in which E = 0 or E = / are trivial. Hence suppose EΦ 0,1. Then by Lemma 1 || E\\ = 1 and \\I— E]\ = 1, since E and
I — E are hermitian in 11 11. Now for x in X with \\x\\ ~ 1 and a
semi-inner- product [ , ] consistent with the norm 11 11, we have
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[Ex, x] = [{I -(IE)}x, x]
= 1 - [(I - E)x, x]
^ 0

a s [ ( / - E ) x , x] i s r e a l a n d \[(I - E ) x , x]\ ^ \\I - E\\ = 1.

Hence t h e

lemma.
The above lemma on projections enables us to link the positivity
of an operator in a TF*(|| ||)-algebra, with the nonnegativeness of its
spectrum.
THEOREM 2. // T is an operator belonging to a W*(\\ \\)-algebra
W then the following are equivalent.
( i ) σ(T) is nonnegative.
(ii) The Gelfand function T(m) in C(nι) is nonnegative where
m is the maximal ideal space of W.
(iii) T is positive in || ||.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear from the results
that the spectrum of T in W, viz. σw(T), is the range of T(m) and
that σw(T) = σ(T) (see Corollary 3.7.6 of Rickart [16]).
To prove the theorem, therefore it suffices to show that (i) and
(iii) are equivalent. Let (i) hold. Then, as T belongs to the ϊΓ*(|| IDalgebra W it is scalar type and its spectral projections are in W.
Further they are hermitian in || || by Remark 5. Hence, if E(.) is
the resolution of the identity of T, then E(σ) are hermitian in || ||
for Borel sets σ of the complex plane, so that E(σ) are positive in
|| || by Lemma 2. Now let [, ] be a semi-inner-product on X consistent
with the norm || ||. Then for x in X, with ||g|| = 1, [E(.)x,x] is a
positive measure and hence
[Tx, x] = Γί

XE(dX)x, x]

LMΓ)

J

= ί \[E(dX)x,x]
Jσ(T)

^o
as σ(T) is nonnegative. Hence T is positive in || ||; i.e., (iii) holds.
Conversely, let (iii) hold. Then as T is in W, T is scalar type.
Hence by Theorem 5, §4. of Foguel [10], σ(T) = π(T) where π(T) is
the approximate point spectrum of T. Since T is bounded, by Theorem
4 of Lumer [12], we have π(T) g W(T) where W(T) is the numerical
range of T with respect to some semi-inner-product consistent with
the norm || ||. But by hypothesis W(T) is nonnegative and hence
W(T) is nonnegative. Hence σ(T) = π(T) is nonnegative. Therefore
(i) holds.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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6. For two operators Γ, T" on a Banach space X we
say T is greater than T' in the equivalent norm || || on X (briefly
T ^ T in ||.||) if (i) Γ, T are hermitian in || || and (ii) T - T' is
positive in 11 11.
DEFINITION

DEFINITION 7. A net {Ta} is said to be monotonic increasing
(decreasing) in the equivalent norm || || on X if Ta ^ Tβ(Tβ^ Ta) in
|| || whenever a}>β. In symbols we write this as {Ta} m.i. (m.d.)
in || ||.

We recall that in a Hubert space, if {Ta} is a bounded monotonic
net of commuting hermitian operators, then {Ta} converges strongly
to a Hermitian operator. We generalize this result to Banach spaces
below.
LEMMA

algebra W.

3. Let Ta \ 0 be a monotonic decreasing net in a TF*(|| ||)Then Ta —> 0 in the strong operator topology.

Proof.1 By Theorem 2, for elements S, and S2 in W, S, ^ S2 in
|| || if and only if Sx(m) ;> S2(m) in C(m). Since m is stonean, the
hermitian elements of C(m) and hence of W form a conditionally
complete lattice under this partial ordering.
For a ^ a0, Ta ^ Tαo in ||.||. Hence Ta(m) ^ TaQ(m) so that || Γβ|| sup I Ta{m) I = sup Ta{m) S sup Tao(m) = \\ Tao \\. Hence
/q\

I I T I I < l i 7 l l

for a ^> α0.
Let x e l and ε > 0. If βα = {m: Γα(m) < ε} then \/aE(ea) = I so
that 2?(O —> / strongly where E{.) is a countably additive spectral
measure on the Borel sets of m with respect to which Ta have the
spectral representation
Ta = \ Ta(m)E(dm) .
Jm
Thus for

xeX,

|| Tax || ^ || TaE(ea)x

\\ + II Ta \\ \\ (I - E(ea))x

| | < ε || x \\ + ε

for a ^ α0 in view of (3) and Lemma 1. Thus Ta —* 0 strongly.
THEOREM 3. Lei {Γα} δβ α weί in a W*(\\ \\)-algebra W of operators
on a Banach space X such that
( i ) {Ta) is monotonic in 11 11 and
(ii) for some R in W, Ta<,R in || || if {Ta} is m.i. in || || and
The present short proof is due to the referee to whom the author is thankful.
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Ta^R
in || || if {Ta} is m.d. in || ||; i.e., the net {Ta} is bounded.
Then limα Tax exists for each x in X. Further limα Tax = V a T a x
(KaTax) if {Ta} is m.i.(m.d.) in ||.||.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that {Ta} is
m.i. in || ||. Since Ta ^ R in || || and since the hermitian elements
in W form a conditionally complete lattice, it follows that Ta f \/aTa
in W. Hence (\/aTa - Ta) [ 0. Then it follows from Lemma 3 that
Tα£ = \/aTax for x in X. Hence the theorem.
3* Unbounded spectral operators of scalar type* In this section
we obtain some interesting results on unbounded spectral operators
of scalar type, which will be needed in the sequel. For definitions
and results on such operators which are used here, the reader may
refer to Bade [1].
Let m be a set and Σ be a σ-algebra of subsets of m. Let E(.)
be an X*-countably additive spectral measure on Σ. Suppose / is a
complex valued ^(^-essentially unbounded Immeasurable function on
m. Then we define a linear transformation f{E) as below.
DEFINITION

as follows.

8. Let en = {m: mem, |/(m) | ^ n).
=

Then define fn

f(m),meeu

= 0, m £ en .
We define

D(f) = \x: x e X and lim \ f(m)E(dm)x exists
and
f(E)x = lim \ f(m)E(dm)x, x e
It is easy to check that D(f) is a dense linear manifold in X and
is a linear transformation over D(f) with its range in X.
LEMMA 4. Let A(f) be the set of members in Σ on which f is
bounded. Then we have:
( i ) A(f) is closed under finite unions and contains any subset
of its members, if the subset belongs to Σ;
(ii) // eeA(f),
then E(e)X S D(f) and f(E) is bounded in
E(e)X, where D(f) and f{E) are as in Definition 8;
(iii) E(e)f(E)E(e) = f(E)E(e), e e A(f);
(iv) A(f) contains an increasing sequence {δn} such that
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Proof. The statement (i) is obvious. The statement (iv) is clear,
if we take for {δn} the sequence {en} in Definition 8.
Since / is bounded on e e A(f) and since linv^ E(en) x = x for x e X,
we have
f{E)E(e)x = lim f f(m)E(dm)E(e)x
( 4)

= lim ( f(m)E(dm)E(en)x
= [ f(m)E(dm)x .

Now from (4) the assertions (ii) and (iii) follow.
5. Let {δn} be any other increasing sequence from A(f)
for which E( (J ~=i <U = I- Then:
( i ) lim^^ f(E)E(en)x exists if and only if x is in D(f);
(ii) If limn^cof(E)E(en)x exists, then
LEMMA

lim f(E)E(en)x = lim f(E)E(δn)x
and conversely;
(iii) // in the definition of f(E) the sequence {en} is replaced by
any other sequence {δn} in A(f) such that δn Ξ2 δn_t and E(\J^=1 δn) = /,
we obtain the same linear transformation f(E).
Proof. Let x be in X. Then by relation (4) in the above, we have
f(E)E(en)x = \ f(m)E(dm)x
Jen

from which the assertion (i) of the lemma follows.
The statement (ii) of the lemma can be proved by following an
argument similar to that of Lemma 2.1 of Bade [1].
Finally, to prove (iii) let x be in D(f). Then by relation (4) and
statement (ii) of the lemma we have
f(E)x = lim f f(m)E(dm)x
= lim f(E)E(en)x
n—*oa

= lim f(E)E(δn)x
n—>oo

= lim (lim ί
= lim lim \

f(m)E(dm))E(δn)x
f(m)E(dm)x

= lim lim E(ek) [ f(m)E(dm)x
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so that
(5)

f(E)x = lim ( f(m)E(dm)x .
n~*oo J δn

Now the assertion (iii) is clearly a consequence of equation (5) and
statements (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Hence the lemma.
As a consequence of the above lemmas, we prove the following
main theorem of this section. We also remark that this theorem is
a generalization of Lemma 6 of Dunford [8], to the unbounded case.
THEOREM 4. Let f be a complex valued E( )-essentially unbounded
Σ-measurable function on the set m, where E(>) is an X*-countably
additive spectral measure on Σ, a o-algebra of subsets of m. Then:

(i)

The set D(f) = \x: linv,*, I f(m)E(dm)x existsi is a dense

linear manifold of X where
en = {m: m e m, | f(m) | ^ n}
(ii)

The operator f(E) defined by
f(E)x = lim \

f(m)E(dm)x

is an unbounded spectral operator of scalar type with domain
whose resolution of the identity is given by Ef( ) where

D(f)

Ef(σ) = E(f~\σ))
for Borel sets σ of the complex plane;
(iii) Any other increasing sequence {δn} in A(f) (see Lemma 4
for definition of A(f)) such that E(\Jζ=ι δn) — I would also define the
same linear transformation f(E).
Proof. The proof of (i) is trivial. The assertion (iii) follows from
Lemma 5.
To prove (ii), let Ef( ) = E(f-\-)) on the family 35 of Borel sets of
the complex plane. Ef( ) is also an X*-countably additive spectral
measure. Defining fn as in Definition 8, we have
(6)

( f(m)E(dm) - ( fn(m)E(dm) = \

by Lemma 6 of Dunford [8], where Efn( ) =

XEfn(d\)
E(f-ι(-)).

Now by Lemma 1, §3, of Foguel [10], the operator \
J/n(nt)

XEf (dX)
n

belongs to the uniformly closed algebra generated by Ef (a) for Borel
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sets a of the complex plane such that O ί α . Let a be such a Borel
set of fjnή.
Since a $ 0
(7)

f-\a) = {m; /(m) e α and m e en}

as fn = / o n en. But, as fjya) S {λ: | λ | ^ n}, a £ /»(m) S {λ: | λ
Hence /-'(a) S eΛ. Thus
(8)

ι

m

f~ (&) — { - /(w) 6 α and meen} .

Hence from (7) and (8) it follows that /"'(α) = f~\a) so that JS^α) =
Ef(a). Hence by the above lemma of Foguel [10] we have
\ f(m)E{dm) = ί
Jen

Jfn(m)

= ί
J/(β Λ )

=f

XEf (dx)
n

XEf (dX)
w

XEf(dX)

as / = / n on eΛ and / w (m) = 0 for m ί βw. Thus,
= lim \

(9)

f

= lim I

f{m)E{dm)x

XEf(dX)x .

Clearly the left hand side and the right hand side of (9) exist if and
only if x is in D{f). Hence the right hand side of (9) defines the
same operator f(E).
Now as f(en) £ {λ: | X \ ^ n], the sequence {f(en)} is a sequence of
bounded closed sets in the complex plane. Clearly it is an increasing
sequence. Also it is easy to check that J57/(Un=i /(e»)) = I Hence by
Theorem 3.3. of Bade [1] and by the definition of scalar type operators
(see p. 379, Bade [1]) it follows that the operator f(E) defined by
f(E)x = lim [

XEf(dX)x1 x e D(f)

Jf(e )
is an unbounded spectral operator
of scalar type with the resolution
of the identity Ef( ).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
n

In Theorem 3.3 of Bade [1] the operator f(S) (see p. 379 of Bade
[1] for definition) is proved to be spectral and nothing has been said
whether f(S) is scalar type. But the above theorem asserts that f(S)
is scalar type and hence we state this result separately below.
COROLLARY.

// / is an E(-)-essentially unbounded Borel measu-
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rable function over the complex plane where E(-) is an X*-countably
additive spectral measure over the Borel sets of the complex plane,
then the operator f(S) is an unbounded spectral operator of scalar type.
In [10] Foguel has proved that the residual spectrum of a (bounded)
spectral operator of finite type is empty. In the following theorem we
generalize this result to unbounded spectral operators of scalar type.
THEOREM 5. Let S be an unbounded spectral operator of scalar
type on a Banach space X, with its resolution of the identity E( ).
Then a point I in the complex plane belongs to (i) the point spectrum
<?p(S) if and only if E(l) Φ 0 and (ii) the continuous spectrum σc(S)
if and only if I e σ(S) and E(l) — 0. Consequently, the residual
spectrum of S is empty.

Proof.2 Suppose E(l) = 0. Then the function /(λ) = (λ - I)-1 is
analytic and single valued in the complement of the single point closed
set I for which E(l) = 0. Hence f(X) e 9ΐ (see p. 387 of Bade [1] for
definition of 31). Now taking
en = Iχ: I x I ^
I

n

, dist. (λ, I) ^

—}
n)

{en} is an increasing sequence of bounded closed sets for which
E(\J en) = I.
Therefore defining
(10)

f(S)x = lim ( f(X)E(dX)x

on the set D(f(S)) of x for which the limit in (10) exists, we see
that f(S) is a closed operator with its domain D(f(S)) dense in X.
Now for x in D(f(S)) we have
(λ = \ (X}e

l)E(dX)f(S)x
l)E(dX) lim \
k-oo

n

= lim ί

f(X)E(dX)x

Jek

(λ - l)E(dX)\\ f(X)E(dX)x + ί

f(X)E(dX)x]

(λ - l)f(X)E(dX)x = E(en)x .
2

The method we adopt here is an extension of that on p. 325 of Stone [17] for
maximal normal operators on Hubert spaces.
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Hence for x in D(f(S)) we have
(S - U)f(S)x = lim E(en)x = x .

(11)

n

Similarly we have for x in D(S) = D(S - II), f(S)(S - ll)x = x. Thus
1
f(S) is the inverse (S - II)- . From (11) and that D(f(S)) is dense
in X it follows that the range of S — II is dense in X. Hence I is not
1
in the residual spectrum of S. Also as (S — II)" exists, I is not in
the point spectrum σP(S). Thus if I belongs to σ(S) and E(l) = 0 then
I e σe(S). This proves the direct part of assertion (ii). The converse part
of (ii) clearly follows from the result (i), which we shall now prove.
Suppose I e σP(S). If E(l) = 0 then from the above, we must have
I in the continuous spectrum σc(S) which is a contradiction as
σP(S) Π σe(S) = φ .

Hence E(l) Φ 0.
Conversely, suppose E(l) Φ 0. Clearly leσ(S).
there is a vector xoe X such that E(l)x0 Φ 0. Then
SE(l)x0 = lim ί

n—*oo Jon

where σn = {X: \ X | ^ n}.

Since E(l) Φ 0

XE(dX)E(l)x0

Therefore

SE(l)x0 = lim (

n-><» }σnΓ\{l}

=

XE(dX)x0

XE(dX)x0

=

and since E(l)x0 Φ 0, I is in σP(S).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
The following theorem on W*(\\ ||)-algebras which plays a key
role in the spectral representation of semi-groups of scalar type
operators, is a consequence of the preceding results.
THEOREM β. Let W be a W*(\\ \\)-algebra. If m is the maximal
ideal space of W, then there exists an X*-countably additive spectral
measure P( ) on the Borel sets Σ of m such that each bounded Borel
measurable function f on va corresponds to a unique operator F in
W, the correspondence being given by

F = \ f(m)dmP(EY
3

\mf(m)P(dm) is denoted by [mf(m)dmP(E) hereafter following the notation of
Hille and Phillips [11].
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the above integral existing in the uniform operator topology.
Also if f is a P(*)-essentially unbounded Borel measurable
function on m and if {en} is an increasing sequence of Borel sets
β
=
of m on which f is bounded and if P(U~= i ») I then the set D{f)
of all x of X for which
(12)

/(P)α = lim(

f(m)dmP(E)x

exists, is dense in X and the transformation f(P) defined by (12) is
an unbounded spectral operator of scalar type with domain D(f).
Consequently, the residual spectrum of f(P) is empty.
REMARK 6. If the Borel measurable function / in the above
theorem is real valued, an equivalent representation for f(P) in (12)
is obtained as follows.
If Eλ — {m:f(m) g λ}, then denote the projection P{Eλ) by P(λ).
The family of projections [P(λ): — oo < x < oo] which generates the
resolution of the identity P/( ) of f(P) (see Theorem 4) has the
following properties

= P(λ) for λ ^ μ
(iii) P(λ) = A P(μ) .
Also the property (iii) is equivalent to
(iii)' P(X)x = lim^ -i- P(μ)x, x G X in view of Lemma 2.3 of Bade
[3].
Further, by Theorem 4 the equation (12) can be written as
f(P)x - lim ί
n->oo J σ

XdPf(X)x, x e D(f)

where P/( ) = P(/~ ι ( )) and {σn) is any increasing sequence of bounded
Borel sets of the real line such that P/(Un=i σn) = ISince the resolution of the identity P/( ) of f(P) is generated by
the family [P(λ): - oo < λ < ^ ] , (12) is written as
(12')

f(P)x = £ _ XdP(X)x, x e D(f) .

4. Semi-groups of real scalar type operators* In this section
we obtain the spectral representation of a strongly measurable (and
hence strongly continuous) semi-groups of real scalar type operators.
We also obtain an ergodic theorem for such semi-groups of operators.
Henceforth we closely follow the notations of Hille and Phillips [11]
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and often omit details of analogous proofs.
9. Let @ = [T(ξ): ζ > 0] be a semi-group of operators
Then by Xo we denote the set \Jζ>0 T(ξ)X. (see p. 307 of [11]).

DEFINITION

on X.

THEOREM 7. Let @ = [T(ζ)\ ξ > 0] be a strongly measurable semigroup of real scalar type operators of class X* on X and let the
members of @ belong to a W*(\\ \\)-algebra W. Then @ is of finite
type ωQ (say) and \\ T(ξ)\\ = exp(ωof). Also,
(13)

limT(ξ)x = Jx,

xeX

where J is a projection with its range 3t(J) = Xo and
T(ζ)J = JT(ζ) = T(ζ)
for all ζ > 0.
Finally, T(ξ) has a holomorphic extension T(τ) having either the
whole plane or the right half-plane as its maximal domain of analytic
existence and there exists a unique representation of T(τ) of the form

S

ω0

eλτdP(X)x, x e X .

Here [P(λ)] generates the resolution of the identity relative to Xo
for the infinitesimal operator Ao of @, viz.,
XdP(λ)x
— CO

where D(A0), the domain of Ao, coincides with the set of all xeX0
for which the integral in (14) exists. Also D(A0) is dense in Xo and
AQ is an unbounded spectral operator of real scalar type on Xo.
Proof. That the semi-group @ is of finite type ω0 follows from the
facts that (i) W is an abelian i?*-algebra in the norm || || (ii) || T(ζ) || is
lower-semi-continuous and (iii) @ is a nontrivial semi-group. Also it
ξ
follows that || T(ξ)\\ = e^ .
Since the maximal ideal space 9Ji of W is extremally disconnected
and || T(ζ) \\ = eω°f the argument on p. 589 of Hille and Phillips [11] can
be applied verbatim, taking W for 33 there. Defining SB, U and a(m)
in the same way as in [11] and putting P(λ) = P(Eλ) = P{m: a(m) ^ λ}
it is easy to see that [P(λ)] generates a resolution of the identity
relative to the subspace 3t[P(SB)]; i.e., P(λ) satisfies conditions (ψ) in
λ
§ 3 except that V^( ) = ^(SS) = J. J may differ from I. Then arguing
as in [11] we have
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λζ

(15)

T(ξ)x = j ^ T(ξ){m)dmP(E)x = j ^ e dP{X)x .

Consequently,
Γ°
J_oo

for each xeX and x * e l * . Since ^*P(λ)α; is continuous in the right
for fixed x* and x, by arguing in the same way as on p. 590 of [11]
it can be shown that [P(λ)] is uniquely determined by @. Now
Γ

λξ

ζaim)

= II (

e dP(X)x

e dmP(E)x

where SB^ = {m: ra e 3K, a{m) g β).
Hence by Lemma 6 of Dunford [8] and Lemma 1 of § 2,
eλζdP(X)x
= 4e^||p(aS;J)x||
< 4max{l,eω»ί}||P(/S)x|i
<ε
for ξ in [0, t] if /3 < - N(ε), as 11 P(/3)x 11 —> 0 as /S-^ Hence
= 0 uniformly for ξ in [0, t] so that the double limit

S

lim [ω°

e?ξdP(k)x

exists and hence the two iterated limits exist and are equal.

S

o>0

β

Thus

eλξdP(X)x
eλξdP(X)x = Jx

β

for xeX.
Hence the equation (13).
The argument on p. 590 in [11] holds here to show that 9ΐ(J) = Xo
and JT(ξ) = T(ξ)J = T(ζ). Further, the part concerning the holomorphic extension can be proved arguing in the same way as in [11],
replacing (P(λ)x, y) there by x*P(λ)x, x e X and x* 6 X*.
Define the operator A as follows.
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Ax = lim (
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a(m)dmP(E)Jx

where en = {m: m e SB, | a(m) | <; ri\, for all x in Xo for which the limit in
(16) exists. Since P(U£=ι en)J = P(3B)J = J", A is an unbounded spectral
operator of real scalar type on Xo and
Ax = [W° XdP(X)x

(16')

and [P(λ)] generates the resolution of the identity of A with respect
to Xo (see Remark 6 of § 3). Further the set D(A) of all x in Xo for
which the limit in (16) exists is dense in Xo by Theorem 4 of § 3.
If Ao is the infinitesimal generator of @ with domain D(A0) then
arguing as in [11] it can be shown that D(AQ) = D(A) and Ao = A.
Hence from (16'), the equation (14) of the theorem follows.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
LEMMA 6. Let @ == [T(ζ): ζ > 0] be a semi-group of real scalar
type operators belonging to a W*(\\'\\)-algebra W on X. Let \\ T(ζ)\\
be bounded on every compact subset of (0, ©o). Then T(ζ) is continuous
in the strong operator topology for ζ > 0.

Proof. The argument on p. 591 of [11] in the proof of Lemma
22.3.2 holds here verbatim because of the representation theory in
Theorem 7. Also defining S(ξ) = e~ω°ζT(ζ) as on p. 591 of [11] we see
that S(ζ)(m) is continuous and nonincreasing in ξ for each meSK.
Thus, as the set of hermitian elements in SK is a conditionally complete
lattice,
lim S(ζ)(m) - A S(ξ)(m) = S(ζo)(m)
-

V S(ξ)(m) = lim+ S(ξ)(m) .

Consequently by Theorem 3, § 2, it follows that l i m M - S(ζ)x =
Aξ<ξQS(ζ)x = S(ζo)x and \imξ_ξ+ S(ξ)x=Vζ>ζoS(ζ)x
= S(ξo)x. Hence S(ζ) and
therefore T(ξ) is strongly continuous at ζ = ζ0 > 0. Hence the lemma.
The above lemma is applied to prove an ergodic theorem for
semi-groups of real scalar type operators.
THEOREM 8. Let @ = [T(ζ): ξ > 0] be a semi-group of real scalar
type operators of class X* on X and let the members of @ belong to
a W*(\\'\\)-algebra W. Let <S be of type ω0 and ω0 ^ 0.
Then

l i m T(ξn)x

= [P(0) - P(0-)]α?,

x e X
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where [P(λ)] generates the resolution of the identity
for the infinitesimal
operator Ao of @.

relative to Xo

Proof. Since T(ξ) are in the TF*(||.||)-algebra W | | T " ( £ ) | | =
T(ζ)\\n. Hence arguing as on p. 592 of [11] we have
||Γ(f)|| =

e^^l

for all ί in (0, oo) as ω0 <: 0. Thus || T(ζ)\\ is uniformly bounded in
(0, oo) and hence by Lemma 6 @ is continuous in the strong operator
topology, for ζ > 0. Now as @ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 7,
making use of the representation given in that theorem we have

T(ζ)x = Γ eλξdP(X)x,xeX

.

Let P = P(0) - P(O-) = P{m: m e 2δ and a{m) = 0} in the terminology
of the proof of Theorem 7. Then we have
T(ξ)x - Px = L eζa{m)dmP(E)x
= Γ

J
J

- L

dmP(E)x

eλ*dP(X)x

= lim [β

eλζdP(X)x

β-+0— J - o o

where 355P = {m: m e SS and α(m) = 0}. Now if / n (λ) = eXζn where {ξn}
is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to oo and λ
ranges in (— °°,β), β <0, then / Λ (λ) —>0 as ζn —> oo for each λ. Further
/i(M > A(λ). Hence by the generalized Lebesgue bounded convergence
theorem on vector valued measures
lim

(17)

λζ

e *dP(X)x

= 0.

Thus, in view of (17), Lemma 6 of Dunford [8] and Lemma 1 of § 2
we have
lim sup
^ lim sup

e!e»dP(X)x
oo

= lim sup

eλξ»dP(X)x

^ lim sup 4 sup

<

Γ

eλξ*dP(X)x\
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if β is sufficiently near to zero from below. Hence the theorem.
5* Semigroups of scalar type operators* In this section we
study the spectral representation of semi-groups of scalar type operators
when the spectra of the members are not necessarily real.
10. We shall donote by ίR* the set {#(λ, A): Xep(A)}
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group @ and p(A) is
the resolvent set of A.
DEFINITION

7. If & is a semi-group of class A (see p. 321 of [11])
then the commutant of @ contains the set 9tL and @c = ΐϋl where ®c
-and Sftf are the commutants of © and 9tx respectively.
LEMMA

Proof. By Theorem 16.2.1 of [11], ®c = 3tJ. Since 9Ϊ: is abelian,
% S SRf = ®c. Hence the lemma.
LEMMA 8. Let Q( ) be an X*-countably additive spectral measure
over the Borel sets of the complex plane and let Q(J) = I where
A = {X: Reλ <; ωQ}. Suppose A is a closed operator having its spectrum
contained in A. If μ is a complex number such that Re μ > ύ)0 and if

R(μ, A) =
then
(18)

Ax = ί XdλQ{E)x
JΔ

{the integral

in (18) being understood as lim^oo I XdλQ(E)x where

{σn} is an increasing sequence of Borel sets of A such that Q(\Jn=ι &n) =
I). Further the integral in (18) exists if and only if x belongs to
the domain of A. Further A is a spectral operator of scalar type
with Q( ) as its resolution of the identity and is unbounded if σ(A)
is unbounded.
Proof. Since Re μ > ωQ, g(X) = (μ — λ)" 1 is a bounded measurable
function defined on the set A and hence by Lemma 6 of Dunford [8]
R(μ, A) is a bounded scalar type operator of class X* with its resolution of
the identity given by
4

However, in [11] this is denoted by Sft.
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Q.( ) = Q(flr1( ) ) .

(19)
Define /(λ) = μ-

1/λ.

Then let

f(R(μ, A))x = lim (

f(X)dλQg(E)x

where βn = {λ: | λ | ^ w, dist. (λ, 0) ^ (1/w)}.
QM

Then as

= Q{λ: tf(λ) = 0} = Q(9>) = 0

the increasing sequence {en} of bounded Borel sets of the complex plane
is such that Q,(U»=i e») = /• Hence by Corollary under Theorem 4 of
§ 3 it follows that f(R(μ, A)) is a spectral operator of scalar type.
Since /(λ) = (μ - 1/λ) it is clear that f(R(μ, A)) = f((μl - A)~ι) = A.
Thus
Ax - lim (
n-^co }en

f(\)dλQg(E)a

the limit existing if and only if X G D ( 4 ) , where D(A) denotes the
domain of A.
The resolution of the identity F( ) of A is given by
(20)

F(-) = Q,(/- ι ( ))

so that from (19) and (20) it follows that
(21)

F(.) = Q ( . ) .

Thus from the relation (21) we have
Ax = lim \

f(X)dλQg(E)x
XdλQgf(E)x

= limί
n-*oo

Jf(en)

XdλQ(E)x

where Qgf( ) = Q^/^H')). Now replacing in the above /(en) by
/(ew) Π Δ = σn, it is easy to check that {σn} is an increasing sequence
of bounded Borel sets such that Q(U«=i σn) = I and hence
Ax = [ XdλQ(E)x .
Since σ(A) g zί, λ is Q( )-essentially unbounded if σ(A) is unbounded
and hence in this case A is an unbounded spectral operator of scalar
type.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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LEMMA 9. Let @ = [S(ξ): ζ > 0] be a strongly measurable semigroup of scalar type operators of class X* on X and let the members
o/@ belong to a W*{\\-\\)-algebra W. Then @ is of finite type ω0 and

(22)

limS(5)α? = J x , x e X

where J is a projection such that JX = Xo and
(23)

JS(ξ) = S(ξ)J = S(ξ)

for all ξ > 0.

If Xo = X then @ is (cQ)-summable.

Proof. Since W is an abelian i?*-algebra, and @ is strongly
continuous, as it is strongly measurable, the argument on p. 594 of
[11] holds here to show that
\\S(ζ)\\

=er*

so that except in the trivial case @ = (0), ω0 is finite.
Now let S*(ξ) be the Vidav adjoint of S(ζ) in W. Since the
^-operation in W is strongly continuous by Theorem 1 of § 2, @* =
[S*(ς): ξ > 0] is also a strongly continuous semi-group of scalar type
operators of class X*.
Let T(ξ) = S*((f/2))S((£/2)). T(ζ) is scalar type of class X* as
T(ς) e W. Since 11 T(ξ) \ \ is uniformly bounded in any finite interval
in (0, oo), from Lemma 6 of § 4 it follows that T(ζ) is also strongly
continuous for ξ > 0. Since T(ξ) belongs to W, by Theorem 7 we
have a projection J on X such that

jχ=

u

and
JT(ξ) = T(ζ)J = T(ζ)
for all ξ > 0. Further J is in W.
Now if 3JI is the maximal ideal space of W, then for m e 2K
I T(ς)(m) I - S*(^(m)s(^)(m)

=

so that
(24)

(T(ς)J)(m) = T{ξ)(m) =

From (24) it follows that S((ξ/2))(m) = 0 if J(m) - 0.
then J(m) = 1 so that

If J(m) ^ 0
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Hence in all cases we have
(S($)J)(m) = S(ί)(m) - (JS(ζ))(m)
from which the relation (23) follows.
From (23) we have Xo S ^(J). Since

\JQT(ζ)X^US(ς)X=

Xo

and hence we have
U T(ζ)X = 3t( J ) S Xo .
Hence 3Ϊ(J) = XQ.
The part of the lemma concerning the relation (22) can be proved
by arguing as on pp. 317-18 of [11].
When Xo — X then J — I and hence @ is (co)-summable.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
THEOREM 9. Let @ = [S(ζ): ξ > 0] be a strongly measurable semigroup of scalar type operators of class X*. Let the members of &
belong to a W*(\\ \\)-algebra W. If Xo — X, then Θ is (co)-summable
and is of finite type ωQ (say).
Further suppose 3^ g W (see Definition 7 for 3^). Then there
exists a unique integral representation of @ in the form
S(ξ)x = \

eλξdλQ(E)x,xeX

where Q( ) is the resolution of the identity on the Borel sets of the
half plane Δ = {λ: Reλ ^ ωQ} for the infinitesimal generator A, where
A is given by
(25)

Ax = \ XdλQ(E)x

and the domain D(A) of A is precisely the set of those x in X for
which the right hand side of (25) exists. (The integral in (25) is to
be understood in the sense given in Lemma 8). Also A is an
unbounded spectral operator of scalar type.
Proof. From Lemma 9 it follows that @ is (co)-summable. Since
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W is a W*(|| ||)-algebra, it is a i?*-algebra and it contains @U 9ϊi by
hypothesis. Also the spectrum of any element in W with respect to
33(X) is the same as that with respect to W. Hence by the remark
following Theorem 16.2.2 of [11] the algebra W can be substituted
for S3 throughout the Chapter XVI of [11]. Arguing in the same
way as on p. 595 of [11] and noting that ||S(£)|| = eω°ξ so that ω0 is
finite unless @ = (0) and replacing (Pψ(an)x, y) there by x*Pψ(an)x
for x in X and x* in X * so that the last line on p.595 of [11] becomes
0 = x*Pψ(an)x = P'x*f{an)x

-> P'x*x

as n—> oo (where P' is the adjoint operator of P) and hence 0 = x*Px
for xe X and x* e X*, we see that the projection P defined on p. 595
of [11] becomes the zero operator. Also arguing exactly in the same
way as on p. 596 of [11] we obtain
S(ξ) =
the integral converging in the uniform operator topology and Δ =
{λ:Reλ <^ ω0}.
Now since @ is (co)-summable, the resolvent of the infinitesimal
generator A, which is closed, at the point μ (Re μ > ω0) is given by
R(μ, A)x = \ e~μξS(ξ)d(ξ)x, x e X .
Therefore
x*R(μ, A)x —
and interchanging the order of integration we get
(26)

x*R(μ, A)x = \ (μ - X)~1x':dλQ(E)x1 x e X and x* e X * .
JΔ
1

Since (μ — λ)" is a bounded Borel measurable function over Δ,
\ (μ — λ)"1d;.Q(£f) exists in the uniform operator topology and hence
from (26) we have
R(μ, A) =
Now all the conditions of Lemma 9 are satisfied by μ,Δ,Q( ) and
A and hence by Lemma 9 the relation (25) follows, with the domain
of A being precisely the set of those x in X for which the right
hand side of (25) exists.
Also σ(A) = a(3&) (see p. 596 of [11] for the definitions of a(m)
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and 2B) is unbounded if @ is strongly continuous and not uniformly
continuous. Hence, again by Lemma 9 we conclude that A is an
unbounded spectral operator of scalar type with Q( ) as its resolution
of the identity.
For the uniqueness of the resolution of the identity of A the
same argument in [11] holds here if we replace (N(ξ)x, N{η)y) there
by x*S*(η)S{ξ)x where S*(rj) is the Vidav adjoint of S(η) in W and
aieland x * e Γ .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
6* A generalization of Stone's theorem* In this section we give
a generalization of Stone's theorem on one parameter group of unitary
operators on Banach spaces, when the group is strongly measurable
and its operators belong to a l/F*(|| ||)-algebra. In [14] we gave the
generalized notion of a unitary operator on a Banach space and obtained
there an extension of Stone's theorem when the group was uniformly
continuous and the underlying Banach space was reflexive.
DEFINITION 11. A spectral operator U of class X* is said to be
unitary in the equivalent norm 11 11 of X if U is an onto isometry in
the norm || ||.
LEMMA 10. Let Θ Ξ [ί7(f):f > 0] be a strongly measurable semigroup of scalar type operators of class X* and let the members of
@ belong to a W*(\\ \\)-algebra W. Let Σ be the B.A. of all projections
in W. Then U(ζ) are invariant on 3K(#) for each x e X where Wl(x)
is the closed subspace spanned by the set {Ex: E e Σ). If the restriction
of U(ξ) on M(x) be denoted by Ux(ζ) then <&x = [Ux(ξ):ζ> 0] is again
a semi-group of scalar type operators of class {9Qΐ(£)}* on fΰl(x) and
is strongly continuous on fΰt(x). If Ax is the infinitesimal generator
of &x and A is that of © then

A/m(x) = Ax .
Proof. If Eξ( ) is the resolution of the identity of U(ζ) then it
is easy to verify that U(ζ) is invariant on 2R(x) and Eξx( ) = Eξ( )/Tl(x)
is the resolution of the identity of the restriction Ux(ζ) on Wl(x). Also
Ux(ξ) is a scalar type operator on Wl(x) of class {9K(x)}* as the set
function Eζx(*)y, y e ϊΰl(x) is countably additive. The strong continuity
of &x is a consequence of that of @. It is easy to establish that Ax
is the restriction of A to ίΰl(x). Hence the lemma.
THEOREM 10. (A generalization of Stone's theorem on one-parameter group of unitary operators to Banach spaces). Let
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— oo < ξ < oo]

δβ α group of scalar type operators of class X* on X. Let U(ζ)
belong to a W*(\\ \\)-algebra W and let their spectrum lie on the
unit circle. Further let @ be strongly measurable.
Then @ is continuous in the strong operator topology and U(ξ) are
unitary in the norm 11 11. Further there exists a unique representation
for U(ζ) of the form
iλξ

U(ξ)x=\~

e dλQ'(E)x,xeX

with Qr(E) = Q{X: iλ e E) for Borel sets E of the complex plane where
Q( ) is the resolution of the identity for the infinitesimal generator
A given by
(27)

Ax = iί~ XdλQ'(E)x
J-oo

and the domain D(A) of A is precisely the set of all x in X
which the integral in (27) exists.

for

Proof. That U(ζ) is strongly continuous follows from the hypothesis that U(ζ) is strongly measurable. Since U(ζ) belongs to the
TF*(|| ||)-algebra W and since the spectrum of U(ξ) lies on the unit
circle it is easy to show that U(ζ) = eiRξ for some operator Rξ in W,
which is hermitian in the norm || ||. Hence || Ϊ7(f)|| = \\eiBξ \\ = 1 for
— ^° < ζ < °° by Lemma 1 of Vidav [18]. Also
\\U~ι(ζ)\\

= \\U(-ζ)\\

= l

and hence U(ξ) are onto isometry in || ||. But, as U(ς) are scalar
type U(ζ) are unitary in || ||.
All the conditions of Theorem 9 will be satisfied by @ if we show
that 9tx S W. In view of Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 of Bade [3] to prove
3ΐi £ W it suffices to show that the resolvent operator jβ(λ, A) of the
infinitesimal generator A leaves invariant each Wt(x) for xe X, where
2K(αO is the closed subspace spanned by {Ex: Ee Σ}, Σ being the B.A.
of all projections in W. Now to prove this, let Ux(ξ) be the restriction
of U(ζ) on Wl(x). Then as said in the proof of Lemma 10, Ux(ζ) are
scalar type operators on -HJl(x), with their resolutions of the identity
being given by Eξx( ) = Eξ(-)/Wl(x). Hence it will follow that Ux(ξ)
are onto isometries of Wl(x) in the norm || ||. Therefore, the set
Λ = {λ: Reλ Φ 0} is dense in the resolvent set ρ(Ax) of the infinitesimal
generator Ax of <&x = [Ux(ζ): - oo < ξ < oo]. Thus for a λ e Λ, (XI- A,)-1
is an everywhere defined operator on Tt(x)9 as Ax is closed. As @ is
a group of isometries on X, A is also dense in the resolvent set p(A)
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and hence for Xe Λ, (XI — A)~~ exists as an everywhere defined operator
ι
on X and is an extension of (XI — Ax)~ because of Lemma 10. Thus
1
ι
ι
(XI ~ A)- = (XI - Axy on fΰl(x). But (XI - Ax)~ m(x) S m(x) so that
i
(XI - A)~ m(x) S Wl(x). Since A is dense in ρ(A), it follows that
R(X, A)Tt(x) s Wft(x) for all X e p(A).
Thus the semi-group & = [U(ξ): ξ > 0] satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 9 and hence the proof of Theorem 9 holds verbatim. As U(ζ)
are in W with their spectrum on the unit circle, it follows that the
range of U(ξ)(m) is the unit circle so that | U(ξ)(m) \ = 1 for m e 2JΪ,
<
where 3Jl is the maximal ideal space of W. Thus the function a(m)
defined in the proof of Theorem 9 is purely imaginary and α(2B) = σ(A)
reduces to a subset of the imaginary axis. Hence we have
U(ζ)x = \ eλξdλQ(E)x

1

(28)

J-oo

eiλζdλQ'(E)x

where Q'(E) = Q[X: ix e E] and
Ax = [ Xrdλ,Q(E)x
- ι\

XdλQ'(E)x .

Further the domain of A is precisely the set of those x m X for
which the integral in (27) exists. Also Q( ) is the resolution of the
identity of A.
For ξ < 0,
U(ξ) = U*(- ς) (Vidav adjoint of U(- ξ))

=Γ

e^dλQ'(E)

J-o

as the spectral projections Q'(E) are in W and hence are hermitian
in || || by Remark 5 of § 2. For ζ — 0 the representation clearly holds.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARK 7. In all the above theorems on semi-groups of operators, the hypothesis that the members of the semi-group belong to a
ΫF*(|| ||)-algebra can be replaced by an equivalent hypothesis that the
B.A. Σ determined by the resolutions of the identity of the members
of the semi-group is σ-complete. When the Banach space X is weakly
complete, it suffices to assume that Σ is bounded. Here in Theorem
10 we have proved the extension of Stone's theorem to arbitrary Banach
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spaces. On the other hand in [6] Berkson has obtained the extension
but for weakly complete Banach spaces with a weaker hypothesis
that there is a uniform bound on the resolutions of the identity of
all operators to U(ξ). The fact that these different resolutions of the
identity generate a bounded B.A. is obtained as a corollary of his
method of proof.
The author wishes to express his deep sense of gratitude to
professor V. K. Balachandran, under whose guidance the thesis was
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